
Increase security as well as the speed of innovation and development 
in your business by setting the right policies in the cloud platform



Main challenge
Many companies experience a gap between business rules 
and cloud governance. One of the reasons is that cloud 
governance is largely code-based and requires high 
technical competence to both establish and manage.

Establishment and management of 
Cloud governance is largely code-
based and requires a high level of 
technical competence to both 
establish and manage.

This often leads to governance being 
downgraded or unnecessarily 
complicated and costly.

A simple portal-based solution that 
the company itself can use to 
establish and manage policies 
directly in the cloud platform, 
without the need for advanced code 
expertise.

More control that the Sky platform is 
in accordance with business rules.

Less need to seize valuable and in-
demand technical expertise.

Better reporting basis, safer platform 
and higher efficiency

PROBLEM SOLUTION RESULTS



Cloud Cop
Cloud Cop allows you to easily create and manage cloud 

governance with the right policies in the cloud platform, so that it is 

in accordance with your business rules.

Regardless of suppliers, we believe that the company itself should 

have control over governance in the cloud platform.

Create policy sets for your Azure 
Tenant with associated 
subscriptions directly from the 
portal with a simple interface.

Implement policies
Cloud Cop gives you a simple 
overview of your established 
policies, so you can effectively 
and easily change your policies as 
needed.

Maintain policies
You can be assured of policies 
being established, managed and 
followed so that you are in 
compliance with your company's 
requirements and guidelines.

Follow business rules



Microsoft trusted

------- Cloud Cop is a Microsoft approved 
application and uses Microsoft Azure AD 
to identify you and your business user.

CloudCop & Microsoft Azure AD

Cloud Cop uses Azure Lighthouse for 
delegation of access, so you can at any 
time have control and overview of the 

product's rights, what resources are used 
and what tasks can be done.

CloudCop & Azure Lighthouse

Cloud Cop is a robust and secure solution 
to help your business manage rules 

directly in its Azure tenant with 
subscriptions.

CloudCop & Azure

Better visibility and control of the suppliersUse your existing Azure AD account
– Everything happens and stays in your 

subscriptions. No supplier "lockin"



Just a few clicks away from added 
value for your business

Test Cloud Cop here: 
https://portal.cloudcop.net

Call us:+47 934 83 738 for more information, 

Or send us an email: info@mimiras.com


